“I can hardly speak, and when I try it's nothing but a squeak.”
— The 1975
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Dolphins are highly intelligent marine mammals that live in water but
breathe through a blowhole on the top of their head.
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ANALYSIS TYPE DIAGRAM

BEHAVIOR

Very curious showing great interest in getting
close with people.
Friendly marine mammals, Most likely stay in the
group
Have their own language,name,characteristic,
and social etc.
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PHYSICAL
Dolphins have a very streamlined body and
strong muscle designed to swim very fast.
Dolphins have a blowhole at the top of their
head, and they must come to the surface for air.

Intention

Main object of this project is to communicate,interact, and understand their
language use from dolphin., as they are intelligent and friendly to human.

Blowhole
-

A dolphin uses echolocation by creating clicking sound wave sknown as ultrasound. It is nasal passageway that travel through the top of its blowhole, or melon.

-

Different in frequency will make different sound.

ECHOLOCATION CLICKS
(Navigation / Feeding)

THE GENital buzz
(courtship / mating)

Crack their code

SIGNATURE WHISTLE
(Individual ‘NAME”)

BURST PULSED SQUAWKS
(Aggression)

Analysis + Design

Barbell Horns
- able to amplify ultrasonic
amplitudes while retaining
large output tip diameters
- convert ultrasound to water
wave that people can
understand.

Fishing pole
-This tool make people play with
dolphins, and dolphins will also
interact and give their feedback.

Attach shiny fishing bait
due to dolphin eyes
sensory and bring them
closer.

Execution
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Refer to

This frequency mean “ Individual Name”
We might predict that dolphin may trying to
telling their name or communicate with us.
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Genshin Impact is an action role-playing game developed and published by MiHoYo.
The story follows the Traveler, who has traveled across countless worlds with their twin
sibling before becoming separated in Teyvat.
Due to the need to find the sister or brother who was taken away, so will have to
explore mostly during the trip. We will find many places,characters,monsters,
and lores.
As the publisher say that this game will continue for about 10 years. The most interest
for me in this game is area of the environment , the beauty, and uniqueness of each
country.

Map Analysis
The map that update through the year and month. My intention about this game is to breakdown the map
analysis because I am very interesting in landmark of each nation.

Mondstadt

Bern
If you compare the maps of
Mondstadt and Bern You will find
that they are very similar in shape!
Both the shape of the city and the
large rivers.

The buildings are inspired by the German
“Miltenberg”, with a hint of the Middle
Ages enveloping them. It's a half-timbered,
half-cemented house. Popular with red
thatched roof looks warm.
Most of the cathedrals in Monstadt are
inspired by the German “Regensburg” and
have a history dating back to World War II!
It is a towering tower that can be seen from
a distance.
They also have Liyue that get inspired by China, and
Inazuma get inspired by Japanese.

Greek
By being inspired by games and cultures As a result, my project aims to have a culture that is not yet present in this game transforms it into a way that people can play and
experience the Greek culture. The reason for choosing it is because I personally like Greek architecture and also like the greatness of various gods. This led me to try to combine
parts of this culture with the modern era and create a new simulated space in this game.

“Floating island “represent glorious Greek God or Celestial

Greek Theatre

Old Greek sanctuary + modern houses

Open house due to hot weather in Greek + Greek house style

New Map “Celestial”
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1890

HP Lovecraft's mother became more serious and was hospitalized,
before dying in the hospital and of course causing a massive trauma.

1937

HP Lovecraft was born and lived in
Providence, Rhodes Island.
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1936

His father was a frequent commuting merchant
before suffering a brain injury from syphilis and died.

1898

Tragedy hit HP Lovecraft's life again when his grandfather died.
It was during this time that Susan began to attack her son.

H.P. Lovecraft discovered that he still had what he called
'grippe' and began to keep a journal. Before he received the
bad news again when his best friend Robert died.

H.P. Lovecraft passed away on March 15, at the age of 46.

HP Lovecraft, probably because of the heartache Or fear of things he doesn't understand? H.P. Lovecraft begins to construct a plot that he's
drawn from his dreams. (Which he has been doing this for a while) mixed with his own writing style to become 'The Call Of Cthulhu.

With such a huge body and a creature that had
never been seen before, it looked terrifying. It
also has wings that, whether on land or in the
sky, are its territory and cannot escape it.

As we all know, he is afraid of division and
loss. Throughout his life, there were always
people who left before him. So he created
various creatures out of his own fear.

As tentacle can mean of problem that
always hold back him from someone and
unable to run away from.

Execution
Climate : Tropical / Subtropical
Extra eye for bigger
Diet : Carnivore
field of view
Height : 2000’
Weight : 30,000 Ton
Water based creature with similarities
Life Span : Immortal
to octopoda and insect.

My Final work of
this project is to
create my own
monster from my
biggest fear.
Unlike Lovecraft
that pass through
a lot of thing. So i
decide to use
mostly insect and
also something
that abnormal.

Curved head inspired
from Alien

Nose

Stinger / Hook
Inspired from Insect

Branch-like
Tentacles

Chiroptera or Bat
wings
Hand as a Tentacles hold
they prey close to body
Spike at back joint protect
the attack from the back
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The world is one ravaged by Devils, otherworldly monsters who feed on human fear.
Despite their antagonistic nature, humans can actually form alliances with these Devils and
gain powers of their own. The protagonist, named Denji, works to clear his father's massive
debt to the yakuza. Aiding him on this journey is Pochita, a Devil in disguise as a dog

Denji is both brash and naive as a result of being unable to have a formal education and socialize due to
living in severe poverty. His personality comes off as rude and harsh in an almost childish way.

Pochita was saved by Denji when in

his time of need by feeding him his
blood to recover from a injury, leading
to them befriending one another Devil
and Human alike

Makima and Denji shared an asymmetrical

relationship: whereas Denji was greatly
infatuated with Makima and willing to go to
great lengths to serve her, Makima saw Denji as
nothing more than a pet and tool, taking
interest in him solely for the fact that the
Chainsaw Devil Pochita resided in his heart

Aki and Denji initially

began as distrustful
teammates, as Aki strongly
disliked Denji: he despise
Denji for his Devil nature,
and his bold, crass
personality.

Power - their shared stupidity and

apathy make the two quickly grow close,
often playing games and arguing.Their
relationship becomes comparable to that
of siblings

Makima as “Hope”

After the plot this lead me to the design. The story mainly talk about main
character know that he is being deceived despite to have friends, family and a new
life. But even so he leave everything behind for one girl to take him for granted.

Denji as ”Seeker”

This artwork may have different meaning depends on each person’s thoughts.

Artistic
Skill

Artistic Skill
Living Room
Pencil Drawing

Artistic Skill
Assassin’s Creed
Pen Drawing
Water Color

Artistic Skill
Giorno Giovanna From JoJo’s
Pen Drawing

